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Apollo twin x quad vs x4

Apollo x4 or Apollo Twin X Duo I'm considering upgrading from my Digi 003, and considering buying a UAD Apollo interface along with an Avid Artist Mix. Is the interface really as good as everyone says they are, and is it true that I can track while using any plugins, or do I have to use the plugins that UAD sells in order to track with it? Is it a lot more
stable than say a Focusrite Pro 40? I know any interface will do, but I'm really about to make that jump into the pro gear. I know I dont need to use plugins while tracking, but I feel like the customer would enjoy it so much more whenever they hear their vocals being tracked through a LA2A. Not only that, but I know how some people like to use
autotune while rapping (and not after the fact lol). The only things I'll buy after this is a new mic, and some gobos. I been feeling like the added stability, and 0 latency is a huge boost. I would never get rid of it (I'm keeping my digi 003 tho, lol). I appreciate your help in advance. Lifewire / Rebecca Isaacs X-Chair provided us with a review unit for one
of our writers to test. Read on for the full review. Getting a home office setup that helps ensure a comfortable work from home environment can be a tricky beast. From finding the right desk for your needs to grabbing the best ergonomic keyboards, one can almost forget one of the most important features in building a home office: a quality office
chair. Admittedly, this was one of my biggest follies as I began to work from home. I naively believed that just grabbing a dining room chair was the most reasonable option. Thankfully, the X4 chair by X-Chair came into my life. With leather cushioned seats and lumbar support, I was enamored with this office chair. The X4 Executive Chair comes in
up to eight different colors, with each color offering a different option—and a varying price tag. I chose the model with a red premium leather finish. For an executive office chair, the bright red leather gave it a fun pop of color that complimented my standing desk. At 54 x 25 x 21.5 inches (LWD), the chair offers a variety of customization options,
including a headrest and higher-quality wheels. Lifewire / Rebecca Isaacs While the frame is made of metal, the armrests appear to be made of soft-touch polycarbonate with a slight slope for a comfortable feel. The armrests’ build material didn’t quite fit the quality of the rest of the chair, however, they’re likely going get dinged the most by the desk,
so it makes sense since polycarbonate is durable and withstands bumps well. And, either way, the chair still looks very sleek and stylish for any office setup. The X4 hypes up all of its ergonomic settings. In fact, it boasts that it’s completely adjustable, from the comfort of its lumbar support to the height and angle of the headrest. At first, I struggled to
get some of the pieces to shift, particularly the aforementioned headrest. It took me and one other person five minutes to get it to budge an inch. This did not particularly fill me with hope as I set about adjusting the rest of the chair. Despite the first issue with the headrest, every other part of the chair adjusts easily, from the four-dimensional
armrests to the backrest—and in most cases with the press of a lever. However, my fears proved to be unfounded. Despite the first issue with the headrest, every other part of the chair adjusts easily, from the four-dimensional armrests to the backrest—and in most cases with the press of a lever. That said, the chair takes time to adjust properly and it
may take a few different tries to find angles that work for you. Lifewire / Rebecca Isaacs When you find that sweet spot for this chair, holy moly. Most of my day, I’m hunched over laptops for work. The X4 makes sure that you don’t slouch, and are kept in a comfortable position. In the entire week of testing this chair, my body seemed less irked when I
would stand up to stretch. My only gripe during testing was that I didn’t spring for the locked wheels. When I would stand up, my X4 would try to go along with me for the ride. More than once I had to stop it from ramming into the other office furniture in my workspace. Lifewire / Rebecca Isaacs X-Chair offers a plethora of wheel options, and instead
of going with the complimentary wheels, I opted for the clear blade wheels. They’re smooth and nearly silent on my hardwood oak floors. However, it’s better to be safe than sorry, and get the locking wheels if you want your office chair to stay in your office. In the entire week of testing this chair, my body seemed less irked when I would stand up to
stretch. One of the largest features of this chair is “SciFloat Infinite Recline”, allowing you to recline and keep working throughout the day. It’s an easy way to adjust your back if you’re stuck at the desk all day. In my testing, it was nice to have this feature since I could unlock the back of the chair and relax when my back ached. At first, I preferred
my chair to be locked into place. By the end of the week, I was leaving the lock off and leaning back. With all of the extra features, it came as no surprise to me that the X4 chair runs from around $1,249 on up. I personally gaped at that price tag. Rather than view it as a major hit to your savings account, it’s better to view it as an investment in your
comfort. But, with work from home becoming more common, it makes sense to build up a space that will truly work for you. Rather than view it as a major hit to your savings account, it’s better to view it as an investment in your comfort. Lifewire / Rebecca Isaacs The X4 chair is the latest model in a series of executive office chairs by X-Chair. The
other models of this chair, the X1, X2, and X3 are only differentiated by the fabric used in them, and whether or not they use mesh. However, the X4 isn’t the sole desk chair that X-Chair offers. There’s some brand differentiation, but the company also has the Mavix M9 Gaming Chair, which is their chair geared toward gamers and streamers. To be
frank, these chairs are extremely similar. They both offer similar adjustability, from the backrests to the headrests. However, it’s the details that set them apart. For example, the X4 chair comes with a plethora of wheel options, from the complimentary wheels to the blade wheels. The Mavix M9 chair comes only with one set of wheels that have a
locking feature already built into them, so in terms of customization, the Mavix M9 doesn’t have so many options. That said, the Mavix M9 is must cheaper, starting at around $999 for one of these chairs that offers a similar Dynamic Variable Lumbar support for long hours in front of a computer. However, the lower cost also means you get standard
plush foam seats rather than more premium leather unless you decide to upgrade. Realistically, you can’t go wrong with either chair. If you prefer slightly more adjustability options, or even a fancier finish, then the X4 Chair is the best option for your needs. If you’re comfortable with mesh seating and don’t need all the bells and whistles, then the
Mavix M9 chair would be the better option for you. Final Verdict A great office chair for a premium price. Sometimes, a large splurge is worthwhile. When it comes to the X4 Executive Chair, the adjustability combined with the SciFloat technology makes it a great, comfortable, and stylish chair for any office. Universal Audio Apollo x4 vs Twin x vs 8
quad It looks like the only difference is the I/o with these. The x8 is a thunderbolt 2 but if I’m told the rack units are nicer for some reason I would consider them. Looking for input on these. UA's new desktop interfaces give their rackmount siblings a run for their money. When you buy an expensive item of studio hardware, you usually expect it to
last. Mics and outboard processors half a century old remain the touchstones by which modern gear is often judged. In the world of audio interfaces, however, change is relentless, and yesterday's cutting-edge tools now gather dust in machine rooms. Of course, it's in the interests of manufacturers to have us replace our audio interfaces as often as
possible, but it's also a process that reflects real technological development. Year on year, we expect better audio specifications, more DSP power and higher channel counts, not to mention compatibility with whatever connector Apple decide to put on their laptops this month. Audio interface manufacturers thus refresh their product lines every few
years to keep them in line with buyers' expectations, and 2018 saw Universal Audio update their rackmount Apollo range. Reviewed in SOS November 2018, the Apollo X interfaces feature state-of-the-art conversion and clocking, six DSP cores, built-in talkback, surround monitor control, Thunderbolt 3 connectors and friendlier I/O arrangements that
reflect real-world use cases. Individually, there was perhaps no single headline improvement that changed the lives of Apollo users overnight, but together, these changes made for a pretty substantial upgrade. UA also introduced a new interface, the Apollo x6, which filled the gap between the desktop Apollo Twin MkII and the much more costly
Apollo x8 and x8p. Super Twin Being only 18 months old at the time, the Twin MkII itself escaped the 2018 round of upgrades, but its turn has now come. The MkII was available in Solo, Duo or Quad configurations, with one, two or four SHARC DSP chips respectively. Apparently the Solo was the least popular of these, despite being the most
affordable, and so the new Twin X is thus available only in Duo or Quad formats. The two Twin X variants are identical in every respect apart from DSP grunt, and offer exactly the same I/O as was available on the Twin MkII (which already had a talkback mic, for example). There wasn't space in the Twin chassis to include the dual-crystal clock
circuitry found in the rackmount Apollo X interfaces, but the benefits would have been less apparent in the Twin in any case, as its smaller dimensions and consequent shorter signal paths leave less scope for jitter to creep in. However, the Twin X does feature the updated converters found in the other X-series units, and now sports the Type‑C
connector associated with Thunderbolt 3 rather than the older Mini DisplayPort socket. There is clearly a growing market for premium interfaces that can handle critical recording tasks, and if you have that sort of money to spend, the Apollo x4 is a heavyweight contender. Bigger news is the introduction of another new interface in the X series. The
Apollo x4 represents a second intermediate stage between the Twin X and the flagship x8 and x8p, but this time in desktop format. About 50 percent wider than the Twin and sharing the same specs and control features, it's only available in Quad DSP configuration and, compared with the Twin, provides significantly more I/O. The x4 has four mic
preamps to the Twin's pair, all implementing UA's Unison preamp-modelling architecture. High-impedance inputs for connecting guitars are available on the first two of these, and the Twin's single headphone output has been duplicated. On the rear panel, there are now two pairs of line outputs in addition to the main monitor outputs — meaning that,
among other things, the x4 can be used to switch between three pairs of stereo speakers, though unlike the rackmount Apollos, it doesn't support 5.1 surround monitoring. Out Of The Box UA haven't felt the need to refresh the look of the Twin, and the new models are outwardly identical to the MkII in most respects; driver and latency performance is
also unchanged. Removing the new interfaces from their packaging, however, reveals a mundane but very welcome improvement. The Twin MkII used a wall-wart PSU with a cable that was annoyingly short, and unless you happened to have wall a socket in exactly the right place, actually getting your shiny new desktop interface on to your desktop
could be frustrating. Mercifully, this has now been replaced by a two-part line-lump affair more akin to a laptop power supply. It's at least twice as long as the old cable and if you wanted it to reach even further, all you'd need to do is replace the figure-8 mains cable with a longer one. I'd love to report that UA have also decided to supply Thunderbolt
cables with their Thunderbolt interfaces too, but, well, they haven't. Being more than 23cm long and weighing over 1.5kg, the x4 isn't something you can pop in your laptop bag, but it does cater to a number of recording scenarios that weren't possible with a Twin. As an example, many of today's stars bring an engineer on the road with them so that
they can write and record in hotel rooms. The x4's additional headphone output will make it perfect for this role, allowing both performer and engineer to hear the takes as they go down. Alternatively, two guitarists could jam simultaneously through complex chains of UA plug-ins (see 'Channel DSP Pairing' box), while four mic inputs are sufficient to
enable basic drum recording without an ADAT expander. With audio specs that match those of the rackmount Apollo Xs, there's no sense that the convenience of the desktop format comes with any performance penalty, and for many, I think this will actually be the preferred option over the x6. Other than the power supply, there are few surprises on
offer, but that's not really the point. There's obvious benefit both to UA and to new buyers in having the Twin be closely aligned with the X-series interfaces, even if there aren't any major new features that would justify upgrading from the MkII. The new x4, meanwhile, is an interesting and, I think, a very shrewd move on UA's part. When desktop
audio interfaces first appeared, they were usually budget affairs, but as more and more serious mixing and production is tackled 'in the box', we've seen a market open up for professional interfaces that diverge from the traditional rackmount form factor. There's nothing amateurish about the Prism Sound Lyra, the RME Babyface Pro, the Merging
Anubis or the JoeCo Cello, but the most obvious rival for the x4's crown is Antelope Audio's Zen Tour. Similarly priced, this has broadly comparable I/O and audio specs that look very impressive, and can host its own low-latency effects and processors courtesy of Antelope's FPGA-based AFX system. There is clearly a growing market for premium
interfaces that can handle critical recording tasks, and if you have that sort of money to spend, the Apollo x4 is a heavyweight contender. Even those who don't update to the latest UA hardware benefit from the software improvements that are regularly rolled out. These always tempt us with more plug-in recreations of iconic hardware we can't afford,
but the recent UAD 9.10 software also introduced some interesting new functionality. One of the key differences between native and DSP-based systems is that the processing resources available in the latter are fixed. A DSP chip has a certain amount of memory and can perform a certain number of calculations in a given time frame, and each plug-in
you load grabs a fixed share of these resources when you load it. This arrangement has the advantage of being inherently stable: because these DSP resources aren't shared with non-music tasks, the system can tell in advance whether there's enough juice left to run the plug-in you want to run, and it will continue to run reliably even as the DSP load
approaches 100 percent. On the down side, however, it's also inherently inflexible. Not only is it not possible for a single plug-in to span multiple DSP chips, but in previous versions of UA's Console utility, this was also true of plug-in chains. So, to use a series of plug-ins on the same channel, they all had to run on the same DSP chip, and you could
only have one chip's worth of processing per channel. As UAD plug-ins have become more sophisticated, and especially now that there are more Unison plug-ins designed expressly for tracking purposes, this has become a problem in some contexts. For instance, some vocalists like to have their signal compressed and pitch-corrected in headphones,
with a splash of reverb. If you were already using a DSP-intensive Unison preamp emulation such as the Neve 1073, and then you added Auto-Tune and a couple of other processors within the Console channel strip, you could easily exceed the resources of a single SHARC chip — and even if the other three chips were idle, they couldn't be brought in
to help out. UAD 9.10 software introduces a workaround for this problem called Channel DSP Pairing. In essence, a DSP Pair bridges two of the SHARC chips in an Apollo interface, allowing the creation of a single Console plug-in chain with twice the normal DSP resources available to it. However, individual plug-ins must still fit on to a single DSP,
and DSP Pairs are not available on Aux or Talkback channels. A more significant restriction is that DSP Pairing effectively works by repurposing the Console mixer's Virtual channels, so for each DSP Pair you create, you lose two Virtual channels. The Console still doesn't have DAW return faders, but another change in UAD 9.10 helps counter the alltoo-common but annoying situation where the level of an input source is being drowned out by that of the DAW return: the Console faders now have 12dB gain above unity. This makes it easier to leave the appropriate headroom while recording, yet still achieve a workable balance of the live signal against previously recorded material. When the
Apollo Twin was first launched, there was plenty of clear water both price-wise and feature-wise between it and the rackmount Apollos. The advent of the x6 and now the x4 has narrowed that gap, but with both of these interfaces offering similar specs at around the same price, it might not be obvious which is the better option for you. The main
differences are outlined below. Compared with the x4, the x6 has an extra pair of line inputs and outputs, coaxial S/PDIF and word–clock I/O, a second Thunderbolt port and a second pair of optical sockets to support eight-channel ADAT recording at high sample rates. Its line-level I/O can be aligned for +24dBu operation, and its line and mic inputs
have separate connectors. Its 'ladder' meters are also more detailed. Lastly, the x4 has four Unison-enabled mic preamps to the x6's two, and the top–panel layout makes it a much more convenient monitor controller. Pros With two headphone outputs, six line outs and four mic preamps, the new x4 is a desktop interface that can tackle serious
recording tasks. Twin X upgrades bring it in line with the Apollo X rackmount interfaces. New power supplies are much more convenient. Channel DSP Pairing in UAD 9.10 enables more complex plug-in chains in the Console utility. Cons No Thunderbolt cable supplied.
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